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If you think hearing loss is just a condition of old age—think again.In The Way I Hear It, Gael
Hannan explodes one myth after another in a witty and insightful journey into life with hearing
loss at every age. Blending personal stories with practical strategies, Gael shines a light onto a
world of communication challenges: a marriage proposal without hearing aids in, pillow talk and
other relationships, raising a child, going to the movies, dining out, ordering at the drive-thru, in
the classroom, on the job and hearing technology.Part memoir, part survival guide, The Way I
Hear It offers tips for effective communication, poetic reflections, and heart-warming stories from
people she has met in her workshops and at conferences throughout North America. Gael’s
humorous stories are backed by hearing loss research, and she offers advice on how to bridge
the gap between consumer and professional in order to get the best possible hearing health
care.The Way I Hear It is a book for people with hearing loss—but also for their families, friends
and the professionals who serve them. Gael Hannan shares not only the daily frustrations, but
also a strong message of hope and optimism for living successfully with hearing loss.
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Opening WordsHearing loss changes lives…You’ll answer questions that have never been
asked.You’ll accept invitations that have never been offered.You’ll hear sounds that have never
been made,And you’ll miss the ones that have.— Myrtle BarrettAnd lives with hearing loss can
be changed…“The healing power of even the most microscopic exchange with someone who
knows in a flash precisely what you’re talking about because they experienced that thing too,
cannot be overestimated.”— Cheryl Strayed, Tiny Beautiful Things

Foreword(For People with Hearing Loss)By Marilyn Dahl, PhDI still recall, with great clarity, the
first time I ‘experienced’ Gael Hannan’s presentation of “Unheard Voices.” ‘Experienced’
because this was something one did not simply see and hear; it enveloped us all in that
audience. Here was a person with a hearing loss laying bare, with great poignancy, the secret
emotions experienced by many a person who has lost some hearing.I say ‘secret’ emotions
because most people with hearing loss do not talk about these things openly. Gael had the
courage to do so, and she touched a responsive chord in many that day.Some ten years before
that event, when we were organizing the Canadian Hard of Hearing Association, we had two
mottoes. One was, “the hard of hearing are tough; they have to be.” The other was “the hard of
hearing have more fun.” Being hard of hearing is no easy way of life, you have to learn how to live
with it, and get on with life. But you also need to have fun doing it, because otherwise it will be a
hard row to hoe.These two mottoes are an apt fit with Gael’s lifestyle. She tells it like it is,
whether advocating for an individual or a group; teaching how to cope with hearing loss;
speaking to children; writing her columns and blog; or leading us all on a rollicking romp through
hearing loss land via her standup comedy. I don’t know of anyone more appropriate or capable
of writing this book.Two of the features unique to this book are the attention to detail, and its
thoroughness. Gael examines every aspect of her life with hearing loss and analyses its effect
on herself and others. She does so with great humour and that quirky little twist so typical of her
approach. This helps to take the sting out of it for the hard of hearing reader, who has
experienced and likely agonized over the same situation. One can also benefit greatly from her
tips on how to cope more effectively with a difficult communication situation.This book is not just
for hard of hearing people or their service professionals. It should be read by family, friends, and
people in general because everyone at some time encounters and interacts with someone who
has a problem hearing. And better communication will follow when one understands and
empathizes with what it is like to hear imperfectly. It is a book to go back to again and again, to
reread a segment that applies to a particular situation in which you find yourself and most likely
apply one of her strategies for getting through. Invariably, you will find yourself stronger for
having done so. Information like this should become household knowledge.I wish this book had
been available to me when I first struggled with acquired hearing loss as a young adult, and
assumed I was the only young person with a hearing loss, because “only old people became
hard of hearing.” It took me many years of living with isolation and stigma, before I realized that
fifty per cent of the problem of coping is to tell others you have a problem hearing, and how to



communicate with you in a facilitative manner. In order to reach that level, you first have to
understand yourself, your hearing loss, and become comfortable with telling others about it.To
attain this level, it helps a lot to have a network of others with the same problem. As Gael
mentions in her book, finding this group was what started her on her way to living more fully. And
this is what her book is about – her experience, the understanding of her loss, and strategies to
cope, told as only Gael can.Marilyn O. Dahl, PhDOrder of British Columbia (OBC)President
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association – BC ChapterFormer President, Canadian Hard of
Hearing AssociationFormer President, International Federation of Hard of Hearing People

Foreword(For the Hearing Health Industry)By Dr. Marshall ChasinI am looking at my bookshelf
and there are eleven books on counselling hard of hearing people. Some have titles such as
“Aural Rehabilitation” and others are more cookbook-oriented such as the “Handbook of
Rehabilitation”. This last title conjures up an image of cooking in the kitchen and if something A
happens, then do B, or add more sugar…Until now, I have never read a book on aural
rehabilitation that is aimed to “rehabilitate” the hearing health care professional. Audiologists are
typically trained to provide information, and not how to receive feedback; they think “if you don’t
do it my way, you are wrong.”Of course I am overstating the issue, but two-way communication is
one of the most difficult things that any two people (or two groups) can learn. Newlywed couples
are not instantly in sync with each other – that takes years, and occasional issues always arise.
The same can be said for an audiologist and the hard of hearing client. The big difference of
course is that newlywed couples are equals (at least I hope they are) and the audiologist/client
relationship is more complex because it is inherently unequal.The hearing health care
professional has presumably been trained in the art and science of aural rehabilitation (after all,
they have eleven textbooks gathering dust on their bookshelves) and in most cases, they have
normal hearing. The hard of hearing client comes to the session with many questions, and some
issues that they don’t even know to ask about. They have a hearing loss, and even with hearing
aids, communication is rarely one hundred per cent. And what about the situation where the
hearing aids are being “tested” in a specially designed test box, and are not on the ears of the
wearer? We sometimes forget that the hard of hearing person, the one sitting right next to us,
really is hard of hearing and may have no idea what the audiologist is saying.In short (or is it too
late?), there is a counselling asymmetry between the hearing health care professional and the
hard of hearing client.Hearing health care professionals are inherently empathetic people—why
else would they be in a helping field—but sometimes empathy is put on the back burner. Maybe
the professional is behind schedule and is rushing, or perhaps they had an argument with their
spouse last night that is still bothering them. We are all human and nobody is perfect.More often
than not, the training of the hearing health care professional is one-way; we have the knowledge
and want to impart it to the hard of hearing client. Regardless of the educational and clinical
training, it often takes years to realize that the client is there for themselves and their family, and
not the professional. Client-centred counselling is one of the more difficult things to learn and to



practice, but also one of the most important aspects of hearing health care. The learning doesn’t
stop when we leave the classroom and write the final exam. Learning is a lifelong endeavour and
the audiologist’s best teacher is the hard of hearing consumer.The twelfth book on my bookshelf
is this one, The Way I Hear It. This is the most important of the books on aural rehabilitation
because it’s written from the perspective of the hard of hearing person. Gael Hannan uses her
experience, humour and most importantly balance. Balance between the hearing health care
professional and the hard of hearing consumer is the cornerstone to optimal aural rehabilitation.
It’s not an issue of “me being the expert” but of “how can we work together so that
communication is optimized.”Yes, hearing health care professionals know an awful lot about
hearing and aural rehabilitation, but so does the hard of hearing consumer. They may not be
aware of it, but their everyday life experiences are their best, although sometimes their most
painful, teachers. Hard of hearing people need to stand up for their aural rights and not bluff their
way through a conversation—and hearing health care providers need to assist them in any way
that works best for the client. Based on Gael’s experiences, this book provides many anecdotes
and stories that underscore the importance of standing up for oneself.Communication is
important. But so is humour. Imagine Gael’s husband proposing to her when she didn’t have her
hearing aids in—she hoped she said the right thing, even though he could have been talking
about ordering pizza.My hope is that one day hearing health care professionals will become
better listeners, and that hard of hearing consumers become better advocates for
themselves.This book goes a long way towards that goal, and does it with humour, wit, and
constructive suggestions. Unlike the other eleven books on my bookshelf, this one won’t be
gathering any dust. And this is a book that educational institutions should be using to train future
hearing health care professionals.Marshall Chasin, AuDDoctor of AudiologyAssociate Professor
of Audiology, University of Western Ontario

IntroductionLiving well with hearing loss is achievable—that’s the exciting news.If I didn’t have
hearing loss, I would be married to someone else and my son would look very different. I know
this because at least one other man in my life was interested in a permanent relationship –
although I may not have heard him correctly.It’s a miracle I got married at all.My husband
proposed early on a Sunday morning when neither my hearing aids nor contact lenses were ‘in’.
I’m not even sure I was awake when he started talking, but when I opened my eyes, I could see
by his face something significant was about to happen. Rather than waste time jamming in my
hearing aids, I focused on reading his lips because he was, after all, only a pillow away. I made
him repeat himself – twice, I think – to make sure I understood the question and gave the right
answer. Which I apparently did.Our lip-reading betrothal might not make the list of Most
Romantic Proposals of All Time, but it worked. Doug got his proposal out, although he had
planned to pop the question at dinner the night before, rather than to a sleeping partner in the
dark of dawn. And it is such a unique story about the power of speechreading that I’ve shared it
with thousands of people over the past twenty-odd years. If the poor man had known his silent



proposal would go so far beyond the boundaries of family lore, I doubt he would have asked
me.Hearing loss not only changes lives, it affects every aspect of life, creeping into all the small
corners of daily existence that involve communication, one of the fundamentals of life along with
air, water and food—and perhaps an occasional glass of wine. Communication is the glue that
connects us to each other and to the world around us, but it’s a glue that can be easily dissolved
by hearing difficulties. The good news is that we have the power to replace and strengthen that
glue.Living well with hearing loss is achievable—that’s the exciting news.Hearing Loss is Not a
Solo ActHearing loss affects more than our individual lives – it affects a lot of lives.
Communication challenges can isolate people who don’t know how to deal with them, and who
are unable to articulate their problems, which in turn frustrates family and friends who don’t
instinctively understand their needs in the heat of a given moment.While a person with hearing
loss might feel isolated, they are not alone but part of a large and fast-growing demographic. The
number of people experiencing hearing loss today is unprecedented, with studies showing that
at least twenty per cent of the overall population is affected, thanks to an aging population and
the damage caused by overexposure to loud noise and music. And, when we develop hearing
loss, regardless of our age, it’s not just our problem – our families now have communication
issues, too. Everyone we connect with, no matter how casually, is affected in some way by our
hearing loss—family and friends, work colleagues, and the cashier at the store. Hearing loss is a
sharing kind of condition. If we consider the number of people we interact with every day and
multiply that by the estimated 700 million or more people worldwide who have some degree of
hearing loss, which for 360 million is disabling, according to the World Health Organization, it’s
safe to say that hearing loss affects the majority of the population in some way, at some point,
every day.But most hard of hearing people don’t care about these whopping statistics. For them,
the impact is up close and personal, adding layers of frustration to daily activities. It can be
emotionally painful and requires adapting to a new, imperfect way of living. They may struggle
against the old stigma that suggests, wrongly, if we have hearing loss then we must be old and
no longer as capable, just plain slower. And, to add insult to injury, living with hearing loss makes
us the frequent butt of funny stories about our communication mistakes – the
misunderstandings, hearing faux pas and verbal boo-boos that occur when we just don’t get
what was said.Hearing people (what we call people who are not deaf or hard of hearing) usually
find these miscommunications funnier than we do. When we’re out of earshot—which is usually
not too far away—they tell these stories to other people. They deny it, but they do! They don’t
intend to be mean, but simply want to tell an amusing anecdote. “I told Gael we were concerned
about my son’s shyness, and she said that no one in her family has sinus trouble, har-de-har-
har.” Many of these stories are funny in a spoken slipping-on-a-banana-peel kind of way—but
only when they happen to someone else, not me.Living with hearing loss ‘is no picnic’, says a
character in Unheard Voices, my one-woman play about living with hearing loss. But hearing
loss doesn’t mean the end of civilization as we know it, either. When I was a little girl, the doctors
told me, in an attempt at ‘suck-it-up’ encouragement, that there would never be a cure for my



hearing loss in my lifetime. But what these hearing professionals could not foresee is that even
though my hearing loss would deteriorate to a severe to profound level, modern technology has
progressed to the point that I, and millions of others, are now able to hear well and communicate
successfully.I grew up ‘hard of hearing’. I have gone to school, worked, married and raised a
child while living with hearing loss. If you had asked my family and friends how I coped with my
hearing difficulties, they would have responded with an enthusiastic “she does so well; she’s
amazing!” And I would have agreed. But at age forty, in a life-changing circumstance, I fell
through the looking glass into the larger world of hearing loss, populated with a mass of people
like me who couldn’t hear very well, but who knew more about their condition than I knew about
mine; they could spell sensorineural correctly and explain the speech banana on an audiogram.
Almost immediately on connecting with this new world, I was astonished to find that the burdens
of shame and embarrassment I had unknowingly been carrying for a lifetime, disappeared. I
experienced a seismic shift in attitude about the communication barriers I faced; I now knew I
could and would kick them down. Inspired to find a new way to express the inner world of living
with hearing loss, I created Unheard Voices, a dramatic performance piece that was a
springboard into a new career and a new life of advocacy.But even with this knowledge and new
awareness, life remains full of communication challenges.The ability to get back our former,
pristine hearing is an impossible goal, while being able to communicate well is definitely
achievable.I miss stuff. I don’t get the punch line at the same time as everyone else. People
forget to face me and I go on autopilot to ask, “Can you speak up? Repeat that, please? What?
Pardon? Huh?” Captioning is often missing when I need it. (Years ago, when I took my young
son to see Babe, a popular animated film, I couldn’t read the lips of the movie’s star, a pig. Later,
I had to ask my son, “And then what did the pig say to the goose? What were those sheep
chanting?”) Functioning in the work environment is a struggle for many hard of hearing and deaf
people, and personal relationships sometimes buckle under the emotional stress.But apart from
that, it’s not so bad.Living well with hearing loss is achievable—once we understand our hearing
loss and what we need to do in order to communicate. Without this Big Picture, which is outlined
in the next chapter, we will continue to bang our head against a brick wall. We will continually
rage against the unfairness, the communication barriers, and the insensitivity of those who don’t
understand us.There is a better way. It starts with shifting our goal from wanting to hear again (to
get our hearing back) to communicating well. The difference is huge. Communication is not
simply the exchange of words through voice and hearing. For most people, at the current time,
the ability to get back our former, pristine hearing is an impossible goal, while being able to
communicate well is definitely achievable.Facing the FactsHearing loss is the gift that keeps on
giving. Once you have it, it’s usually yours to keep, forever and ever. (Some hearing loss can be
corrected, but the overwhelming majority of people have a sensorineural loss for which, in most
cases, there is currently no medical cure.)Dealing with this new reality—its permanence and raw
indignities—can be shocking to our system. How and why could such a thing happen to us?
When we admit our loss and reach out for help, life with hearing loss will be better.We learn that



hearing aids don’t last forever and that every time we get a new hearing aid, it’s like the first time.
Our loved ones never remember the rules of good communication. And, worst of all, it makes us
feel sorry for ourselves; we find ourselves looking under rocks for proof of discrimination and bad
behaviour in others. (“You deliberately turned your face away so that I couldn’t understand you!”)
Our frustrations and the sheer exhaustion of trying to cope can turn the best of us into world
class whiners. The trick is being able to turn self-pity into acceptance, whimpering into advocacy
and realizing that, while some discrimination does exist, what’s usually under those rocks is
simply ignorance about hearing loss.Absorbing the shocking reality of hearing loss takes time
and support—from hearing care professionals who can paint that important Big Picture for us,
our family and friends, other people with hearing loss, informative Internet sites, and consumer
organizations. When we admit our loss and reach out for help, life with hearing loss will be
better.Reading this book may be your starting point, or you (or a loved one) may be well along
on the journey. But whether we’re born with hearing loss or acquire it later in life, there comes a
time when we need to look in the mirror for a little chat with ourselves: “OK, this is my life now, I
have hearing loss and it’s not going away. What am I going to do about it?” I was on the brink of
my fifth decade (turning forty) before I had that conversation with myself.Reading The Way I
Hear ItI did not envision The Way I Hear It: A Life with Hearing Loss as a how-to, self-help book
packed with wisdom. I know too much about the individual nature of hearing loss to say with
honesty, “Do it this way and life will be wonderful.” The book shares a lifetime of experience with
communication barriers and solutions, both mine and those of people I’ve met in the hearing
loss community. But how I deal with hearing loss is not precisely the same as any other person,
and I don’t mean, at any point, to trivialize the often serious psycho-social impact that hearing
loss can have on individuals. However, my barriers are common to most people affected by
hearing loss, and dealing with them involves the same fundamental strategies. With that in mind,
I hope you’ll find the occasional, useful pearl of wisdom in these pages.What spurred me to write
this book was a brief encounter with a young hard of hearing woman who was about to leave the
safety of home and high school, where she had been supported in her hearing needs, to enter
university where she would be on her own and responsible for her own communication success.
After my presentation to a group of hard of hearing youth, she came up, took my hand, and said,
“You just walked through my life.” It was a powerful moment. We understood each other in that
instant—the shared pain and frustrations of hearing loss, and now the excitement of knowing
that you are understood and accepted, not by one person but by many. I don’t know if my trial-
and-error stories of the daily challenges and small triumphs in a world geared to the hearing
majority changed anything fundamental in her life, although I hope so. It’s enough, that on that
day, she appreciated that someone else articulated her thoughts and echoed her emotions.
Maybe it was enough to help her cope better—just those few moments, on that day.In The Way I
Hear It, I’m telling those stories again. Somewhere in this book, you may see reflections of your
life, whether you are hard of hearing or deaf, a ‘hearing’ family member or friend of someone
with hearing loss, or a hearing health care professional or student planning on entering the field.



And hopefully you’ll laugh. But, as I saw recently on a T-shirt: ‘If you can’t laugh at yourself, I’ll be
happy to do it for you.’In the summer of 2011, I began writing a weekly blog on living with hearing
loss for the renowned website . Although I had been writing and performing about hearing loss
issues for almost fifteen years, producing the weekly columns took me into some dark and dusty
corners of my life. These stories inspired The Way I Hear It, and I am grateful for
HearingHealthMatters.org for permission to use material from the blogs, which are identified
throughout the book.Each section of The Way I Hear It covers a broad aspect of the hearing loss
life. In the first section, Looking in the Hearing Loss Mirror, I look at the Big Picture of hearing
loss and our identity (or lack of it) as people with communication challenges. Section 2, Look Me
in the Eye, explores the communication strategies we need to get us through the day and
Section 3, Batteries Not Included, is a celebration-rant about hearing aids and other assistive
technology, the stuff we can’t live without although we’d like to. It’s a Family (& Friends Affair),
Section 4, examines how hearing loss affects relationships with our partners, children and
everyone else in our lives.Losing the ability to hear well, we are shocked to discover how many
of our activities involve sound or conversation. Section 5, Doing It The Hard (of Hearing) Way,
covers favourite activities affected by our hearing loss—dining out and eating in, going to the
movies, driving a car, hiking and other sports—and how we can continue to enjoy them. Waiting
for Our Name to be Called, Section 6, looks at challenging communication situations such as
health care, on the job and the things we worry about. The final section, A HoH’s Best Friends,
looks at the role that hearing health care professionals and other people with hearing loss play in
our lives. And throughout the book I’ve included poetic reflections of the life with hearing
challenges.But if you’re in a rush and don’t have time to read this book all the way through,
here’s a summary of everything I’ve learned about communicating better and living well with
hearing loss:Admit It.Get Help.Use Technology and Other Strategies.Tell People What You
Need.Communicate.At least, that’s the way I hear it.HeaReflection:I’ve Lost My Hearing (And I
Want It Back)I’ve lost my hearing,And I want it back.Through the years it has seeped away, silent
and unseen,A slow dripping of the sense of sound,A weakening of words, a wearing down of
connections.I realize, in moments that are shocking and sharp,That my hearing is changing –
infinitesimally, slowly, surely,And the shape of my audiogram is shifting downwards.Where am I
on the chronological timeline of coping with hearing loss?They say we grieve, progressing from
denial throughanger and finally to acceptance.It sounds easy, like a children’s game, moving
through the levels,Conquering each one and moving on to the nextand the next, to the ultimate
goal.I know the starting line, but where’s the finish line?And what happens when you cross it?
Who applauds?What’s the prize?What will be different now?I thought I had crossed the line and
grabbed the brass ringOf a good life with hearing loss, and maybe I did –But damn!There are
days when I find myself going around that racetrack, one more time.Days when every ‘pardon?’
is a knife on my tongueDays when ‘oh, never mind’ is a punch in the gut.Days when, at the
audiologist, I want to yellAt the other clients, quietly waiting“Hey people, guess what? I’m not like
you, I don’t really belong here!”But I do. Because this is my place, the only place where I can go



and say:Hello, I’ve lost my hearing and I want it back.Do tears make a sound as they slide down
a cheek?Can you hear my embarrassment when I get things wrong?How noisy is my frustration
when I lose the words of a conversation?Or are they as silent as these sounds are to me?Taps
dripping, stairs creaking,And in what tree the bird is chirpingSnow crunching, fire
crackling,Husband breathing, clock tickingTimers beeping, doorbell ringingMy child
whispering, a toilet runningFingers snapping, toes tappingTongue clicking, cats spitting…
Sometimes, if all else is silent, I hear them and am thrilled,Because I ‘do well’ with hearing aids,
‘too well’ for a cochlear implant.OK, OK – I’m grateful for the technology and the will to
communicateThat have stopped the descent into deafnessAnd found me my place in the
sun.Today’s just one of those days, I guess.Tomorrow I’ll feel better, but today –I’ve lost my
hearing and I want it back.—HearingHealthMatters.org. Used with permission.
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greyfxfarm, “A Great book for hearing and non-hearing. I loved this book. I am gradually losing
my hearing and it is hard to get people to understand "The Way I Hear It." Gael has hit the nail
on the head for hearing impaired people to get hearing people to understand what we are going
thru. It was a great book for me to understand that I do have a voice, that I forget to use, in order
to stand up for my hearing loss. It has helped me to communicate better with my husband,
family, grandchildren, co-workers and the general public. It has also helped me explain to them
what they can do to help me understand what they are saying. It made me realize even more
that I am not alone, I am not stupid, I have a purpose to educate people on hearing loss, and
most importantly I have a voice.  This is a definite read for anyone.”

Joeteller, “A must read for any one learning to live with hearing loss--their own or someone
elses!.. While I had heard Gael Hannen perform and speak at least four times this was the first
writting of hers I have encountered. Gael has a delightful way of presenting. I President of a
large Hard of Hearing Association and used this book in a virtual book club with other
members .  We did one chapter a week and it was very well recieved.”

Susan Wells, “Fantastic story for hearing impaired. Realize that deafness is a disability. Inside
suggestions with dealing with this. Also suggestion how others can understand while helping
you.”

M, “Required reading if you know someone with hearing loss!. Ordered 12!!! more copies to give
to my daughter's team of teachers for summer reading. Past teachers who read the book have
said it gave them additional perspective with respect to the sometimes unexpected challenges
that come from being a kid with hearing loss (with the help of bilateral cochlear implants) in a
mainstream middle school classroom. As her hearing mom, I agree with her teachers' views of
the book. This should be required reading for parents, family members, teachers and others
who live or work with people with hearing loss. Many thanks to Gael for putting her experiences
onto paper so that others can understand how to better support and have empathy for those
who listen with assistive technology.”

Heather, “A great book for those with hearing loss. A winner.. Thank goodness for this book. I'm
overjoyed to read a book like this. It's like Gael knew me. I laughed so hard in places since I go
through many of the frustrations and challenges she humorously describes.Gael also has a lot of
helpful information. I think I will seek out an HL association again as I realize I've spent the last
few years in a bit of denial and, I hate to admit, a great deal of bluffing. Big sigh. Thank you Gael!
Blessings to you and the great work you're doing.”

Dd Deurell Travers, “Great book. All of it true...I can really relate and understand all that Gael has



written. Very funny lady. This book will give all readers a greater perspective of hearing loss no
matter where they are at in their hearing loss journey.”

TWin, “A wonderful accounting that anyone affected by or knows of someone .... A wonderful
accounting that anyone affected by or knows of someone with hearing loss can identify and
learn. Gael Hannan's humor with which those of us with hearing loss can identify is spot on!”

Siegfried Karg, “Mit Schwerhörigkeit leben, ohne dabei den Humor zu verlieren. Die seit Geburt
schwerhörige Schauspielerin, Komödiantin und Autorin Gael Hannan aus Kanada beschreibt
mit schonungsloser Ehrlichkeit die Schwierigkeiten, denen Menschen mit Hörminderung trotz
bester Hörtechnologie-Versorgung ausgesetzt sind. An vielen alltäglichen Beispielen gibt sie
sehr persönlich Einblick in ihre von ihrem Hörverlust geprägte Alltagswelt.Die Autorin schreibt
ein klar verständliches und gewähltes Englisch, benutzt den gesamten Reichtum des
umfangreichen Vokabulars dieser Sprache, was zur Folge haben kann, dass der
deutschsprachige Leser das eine oder andere englische Wort im Wörterbuch nachschlagen
muss. Gleichzeitig schreibt sie aber so witzig, dass man bei der Lektüre oft schallend lachen
muss.Erst spät hat sich Gael zu einer Botschafterin für schwerhörige Menschen entwickelt und
ist inzwischen eine gesuchte internationale Referentin geworden. Mit ihrer komödiantischen „Ein-
Frau-Show“ versteht sie es, anderen Menschen die Schwierigkeiten von Schwerhörigkeit nahe
zu bringen, ihnen einen Spiegel vorzuhalten und sie gleichzeitig zum Lachen zu bringen.Seit
einigen Jahren schreibt sie als Konsumenten-Vertreterin einen wöchentlichen Blog [...] Viele
ihrer hervorragenden und witzigen Blogs hat sie jetzt auch in ihr Buch integriert.Wer das Buch
gelesen hat, wird seine Kommunikation ändern, weil er jetzt weiss, wie wichtig es für den
schwerhörigen Menschen ist, bei der Kommunikation zusätzlich zum Hörgerät oder Cochlea
Implantat die Lippenbewegungen des Gegenübers sehen zu können.Es ist ein eindrückliches
Buch, das nicht nur Betroffenen selbst Mut machen, sondern auch Angehörigen die
Kommunikations-„Spielregeln“ immer wieder vor Augen stellen möchte. Für Ärzte und
Pflegepersonal sowie für Audiologen und Hörgerätakustiker ist die Lektüre dieses Buches ein
absolutes Muss. Aber auch allen anderen Menschen, denen an guter Kommunikation gelegen
ist, kann dieses Buch die Augen öffnen.Siegfried Karg, Winterthur Schweiz”

Donna V, “Essential reading for anyone with ears!. The book I wish my audiologist gave with an
audio-gram. Found almost 4 years into my first hearing aids and 5 years after my first hearing
test, life goes on might as well go on with humor! So happy to find support and a path to follow--
or not. Thank you Gael for writing about the reality, a survival guide for the hard of hearing and a
communication map for those around us. Life as I hear it is better with this knowledge!”

Glenda E Gentleman, “A book well worth reading!. Excellent easy read - full of humour and
positive approaches to living life to it's fullest regardless of one's limitations. Included are many



tips to help one avoid the hazards of living in a Hearing WorldReaders (whether Hearing or Hard
of Hearing) will find themselves identifying with the wide range of experiences included - all
delightfully portrayed as Gael shares what has happened for her (her family and many friends) .
All presented with her usual charming sense of humour and acceptance of the Real World.Once
started reading, I was reluctant to put the book down.This is one book I think all who are Hard of
Hearing - or who know someone who is HOH - should encounter. A must for professionals who
work with people!”

ljf, “This is my life. I really enjoyed the perspective Gael projects in this book. So many of the
things she talked about I could relate to having 1st hand experience.  A great read”

Birgit Meyer, “Wonderfull book, a must read for all people with hearing loss and their
families.... ... and everybody else as well, as it gives a wonderfull insight of life with hearing
loss.Very informative without being boring instead more than funny.Hoping for more”

The book by Gael Hannan has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 58 people have provided feedback.
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